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Introduction

In the dynamic landscape of cryptocurrencies, CentBit
($CBIT) emerges as a beacon of innovation and trust,
proudly representing the aspirations of the
Bangladeshi crypto community. The brainchild of
Crypto Expert BD, CentBit is not merely a digital asset;
it is a testament to a vision that seeks to redefine the
crypto landscape in Bangladesh.

Introduction to transparent practices, including bill
payments and community giveaways, reinforcing
stability.



The genesis of CentBit can be traced back to the
challenges faced by the Bangladeshi crypto
community. Cryptocurrency enthusiasts in the region
grappled with issues of security, reliability, and a lack
of community-centric platforms. CentBit was
conceived as a response to these challenges, with the
aim of fostering a secure, transparent, and
community-driven cryptocurrency ecosystem.

Unveiling the Challenges



Distinctive Features
CentBit sets itself apart through a strategic trifecta –
liquidity focus, volatility management, and robust
security measures. This comprehensive approach is
not just about creating a digital asset but about
cultivating an ecosystem that instills confidence and
stability, positioning users to navigate the intricate
world of cryptocurrency with assurance.

Charting the Journey
CentBit's journey is meticulously mapped across well-
defined phases. From laying the foundation with
website development, social media engagement, and
detailed documentation to the official launch,
decentralized exchange listings, and the ambitious
target of acquiring 10,000+ holders, each phase is a
strategic move towards establishing CentBit as a
cornerstone in the crypto space.



Tokenomics

Tokenomics: CentBit's tokenomics is designed to
ensure sustainability and fairness.

Tax: 2%
A 2% tax on transactions to support ongoing
development and community initiatives.

Name: CentBit
Symbol: $CBIT
Total Supply: 2,000,000 $CBIT
Max Supply: 2,000,000 $CBIT
Contract:
0x31913aa5DE81Ff679C603053c3554AB90d5dbAf8

Distribution:
Liquidity: 90%

Allocation for liquidity to maintain stability and
support trading.

Team: 10%
Reserved for the development team, aligning
incentives for long-term project commitment.



RoadMap

PHASE 1

Website Development
Social Media Create
Ready Document
White - Paper

CentBit Launch
Dex Listing
1000+ Holder Target

PHASE 3

CMC Listing
CoinGecko Listing
BSCScan Information
Update

Bitget Wallet Info
Update
Company Partnership
More Update

PHASE 2

PHASE 4

RoadMap



CentBit's vision extends beyond its current
achievements. The roadmap envisions strategic
growth through partnerships, continuous updates, and
expansion goals aligned with the evolving needs of the
crypto community. The future plan encompasses the
implementation of secure payment methods, the
integration of decentralized exchange (Dex) swaps,
and the imminent launch of an official wallet, all aimed
at enhancing user experience and utility.

Looking to the Horizon



CentBit's narrative is a fusion of trust and innovation,
positioning itself as a vanguard in the Bangladeshi
crypto landscape. The unwavering commitment to
transparency, security, and community engagement
not only distinguishes CentBit within the local context
but propels it into a global conversation about the
future of cryptocurrency. CentBit is not merely a
project; it is a pivotal force steering Bangladesh into a
new era of digital finance, where possibilities are as
vast as the blockchain itself.

Conclusion



Contact & useful link

CentBit ($CBIT) is the pride of the Bangladeshi crypto community,
openly launched with a commitment to safety and longevity.

Supported by a robust team, Crypto Expert BD ensures the coin’s
stability through transparent practices, including bill payments and

community giveaways. Join the journey of CentBit, where trust
meets innovation in the world of cryptocurrency.

crypto-expart.com/

x.com/CryptoExpert_BD

t.me/CentBit_CBIT


